INTRODUCING ICM Experimental (ICMx) journal

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS: Submit your work to either Intensive Care Medicine or our new sister journal, Intensive Care Medicine Experimental (ICMx).

Why two ICM journals?
In response to the need for a dedicated platform for important experimental research, ESICM has boldly separated its highly popular journal Intensive Care Medicine (ICM) into two linked journals: ICM will continue as a pure clinical journal, reporting clinical trials, process of care, ethical issues, health economics and so forth, while Intensive Care Medicine Experimental (ICMx) will focus on experimental research, stretching from cell and in silico models, through in vivo and ex vivo laboratory studies, to human volunteer and patient studies where the emphasis is on biology rather than clinical outcomes.

Why should you submit to ICMx?
ICMx is an online-only, open-access electronic journal. Forty top-flight high-profile researchers - both basic and clinician scientists with expertise in various ICM specialties have taken on active roles as Senior Editors and Editors. These experts will ensure that there is a thorough, yet efficient peer review process and guarantee that ICMx will thus, uniquely, be driven by the critical care community with a sole focus on basic-to-translational research.

As an open access journal, ICMx guarantees rapid and widespread dissemination of your work and operating under the SpringerOpen stable ensures quality processing and publicising of manuscripts. Open access does require an Author Processing Fee however, ESICM members are entitled to a 40% discount. Additionally, many institutions have an arrangement with Springer to fully or part subsidise the cost, while waivers can be applied to those in many developing world countries or for those who demonstrate financial hardship.

Assist us in furthering and elevating standards in scientific research -- both clinical and experimental by submitting your manuscripts to ICM and ICMx... We welcome the opportunity to promote your important work!

Best regards,

Mervyn Singer
Editor-in-Chief, Intensive Care Medicine Experimental

Elie Azoulay
Editor-in-Chief, Intensive Care Medicine
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